San José, Cantón Central, Barrio González Lahman.
Ave 10, Entre calle 15 y 17

Our Services
General visualization of our products
The word of mouth and the personal advocacy is the best promotion for any services, including the
software development. Some of your relatives, friends or colleagues have definitely used the help of
some developers to create a website, launch a web app or deploy a business analytics solution, and can
introduce them to you.

What makes BlazeScripts talent
pool unique?
The biggest problem of an IT consultancy is churn of
engineers. The annual rate of those leaving is between
10 and 20%. The main reason is they don’t like the
project they are working on. Good engineers don’t want
to get stuck on a boring job - but it’s often hard to their
firm to find new project for them quickly.
We count with a big lovely software, web and software
lovely development teams to cover your needs and make
your ideas come true.
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Technologies and platforms we work
When you hire BlazeScripts teams - everybody wins!
YouTeam makes it possible for these engineers to make themselves available to be hired for your new
project. The result is a classic win-win-win situation: the company doesn’t lose the engineer and gets a
new client, the engineers can choose themselves what they want to work on and you as a client get
access to the previously concealed world largest pool of engineering talent.

Our technologies
We solve problems of all shapes and sizes. We have the benefit of working alongside our mobile app
team to create seamless mobile-first experiences, while delivering fully-featured web apps with our
team of full-stack web developers. We’re experienced in front-end development, building backend
infrastructure, API design and development, and strategy advising. We offer comprehensive solutions to
fit the needs of our clients.
●

Node.js

● AWS
● SQL
● Firebase
● HTML/HTML5
● CSS, CSS3
● JavaScript
● AngularJS, Angular
● C-Sharp
● SignarR
● MS Power BI
● MS Azure
● WordPress
● JQuery

